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Abstract
We apply quantum description of time, based on Page and Wootters’
mechanism, for near horizon region of black hole. It is indicated that this
method of quantization of time which is a modified form of PaW approach
and has been proposed in [21] can not be applied in this particular quantum region of black hole, fully. The time evolving of the system and flow
of time, measurement problem, recording the history of near-horizon zone
and also a consistent definition of the arrow of time are controversial in
PaW approach in this particular region even by considering the previous
modifications which exist in this literature. The clock ambiguity also is
investigated and a unique definition of clock is defined in near horizon
region of black hole.
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Introduction

Time indicates itself as a classical parameter in the Schrödinger equation. This
parameter feature of time is as opposed to other physical quantities such as
position or momentum. Physically this interpretation of time is indicated by a
classical clock in the laboratory. It seems that this is acceptable for all practical
purposes , however, we should define a fully quantum description of time. One
can find some of the proposals in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. There are
some controversial issues about these proposals [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. One of
these proposal is Page and Wootters mechanism (PaW) which consider time as
a quantum degree of freedom [17, 18, 19, 20]. In this paradigm, all variables
of the system are defined by quantum operators and one of them is assumed to
be clock system which consider the dynamical evolution of the rest of system.
However, this proposal criticized by [7] when applied into constrained systems. In PaW approach prominent problem is in defining the variables as operators and particularly there is controversial issues to define a certain variable
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as clock. In physical constrained systems, the physical observable variables are
those which have vanishing Poisson brackets with constraints. In other words,
the physical variables are invariant under symmetries of theory (gauge invariant). However in the systems that the Hamiltonian is one of the constraints,
the other constraints which have vanishing Poisson brackets with Hamiltonian
do not evolve and will not be a good candidates for clock. Page an Wootters
tried to overcome this problem by introducing kinematical variables which do
not have vanishing Poisson brackets. Therefore these variables can evolve. However, this leads to kinematical Hilbert space which does not admit a probabilistic
interpretation.
In [26] by using a different set of physical quantities, it is tried to find a solution for above problem. This quantities are relational Dirac observables which
are like a ”evolving constants” [5].The mentioned proposal applies the evolving constant approach to the construction of observables in canonical quantum
gravity with PaW mechanism by a relational time for generally covariant systems.
The other proposal to overcome the criticism for PaW mechanism is considered by formalizing measurements through the von Neumann prescription[21].
Which is extended to generalized observable POVMs. In this approach all
quantum predictions can be obtained by conditioning the global, timeless state
|Ψ >>. The correct quantum propagator and also the correct statistic for measurement which performed at different times are the advantage of this approach
that are absent in PaW mechanism.
In this investigation the review of PaW approach is done for near-horizon
zone of black hole which is a straightforward modification of PaW mechanism for
near-horizon zone which has been done by authors [27]. In addition some of the
criticisms of this mechanism are reconsidered in this particular vicinity of black
hole. The zone of the black hole has unusual features, especially the vacuum of
the near horizon is frozen vacuum [28] which leads to violation of equivalence
principle of general relativity and is constructed by non-local behavior of vacuum
in near horizon region of black hole. To clarify this feature, we should emphasize
that the complementarity concept of black hole 1 seems that is violated by
firewall constructed in horizon which leads to violation of equivalence principle
of GR. In order to get ride of firewall concept for preserving complementarity
and equivalence principle the ER = EP R correspondence [29] has been posed.
In other words the firewall is a proposal to overcome the AMPS’s paradox [30]
however, ER = EP R conjecture overcomes the paradox and also preserves the
equivalence principle and complementarity of black hole.
The AMPS claims that by accepting the complementarity of black hole the
three following assumption leads to contradiction:
1 An evaporating black hole preserves quantum information without destroying it. This property is called the unitary evolution of the black
1 The complementarity claims that the space-time created by a black hole source cannot
be probed by static or infalling observer alone but both of them together can probe the whole
space-time
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hole.
2 The infalling observer crossing the event horizon of the black hole does
not recognize any unusual property in horizon.
3 Relativistic effective quantum field theory is consistent for an static outside
observer and he/she can work with the theory.
AMPS argues the late radiation B of an old black hole 2 is maximally entangled with early radiation RB . Regarding assumptions 1 and 3 require the late
radiation B to be entangled with a subsystem of early radiation RB . On the
other hand, the assumption 2 leads to entanglement between B and the system
of interior radiation A of the black hole. Considering these assumptions all together leads to violation of monogamy of entanglement [32, 33]. It asserts that
if two quantum states are maximally entangled then none of them cannot be
entangled with third party. To overcome this paradox AMPS argues that the
entanglement between late radiation B and interior states A breaks down. This
phenomenon leads to release of energy in the horizon of black hole. This high
amount of energy is firewall which also leads to extend the singularity to horizon
and admits that there is no spacetime in the interior of horizon [30, 34].
One of the solution for AMPS’s paradox is ER = EP R conjecture. This
conjecture overcomes AMPS’s puzzle beside maintaining the equivalence principle in near horizon of black hole. The ER = EP R proposal claims that the
ER bridge has a correspondence with EP R pair. This means that ER bridge
is created by EP R correlation in the micro-states of two entangled black holes
[29]. This result is based on the works [35, 36]. In other words one can assert
that EP R correlated quantum system has a weakly coupled Einstein gravity description or ER bridge is nothing but a highly quantum object. Even in a more
provocative idea, some physicist claim that for every singlet state there exists a
quantum bridge of this type. For more discussion of AMPS’s paradox and some
controversial ideas and solutions for it refer to [37]. However, by considering
the ER = EP R conjecture with details for an old black hole one confronts with
violation of equivalence principle in near-horizon zone by admitting a particular property for this region. This unusual behavior of zone is a frozen vacuum
which an infalling or static observer of a black hole cannot excite the vacuum
there. This feature assigns an unusual behavior for near horizon that violates
the equivalence principle.
In this paper we first review PaW approach which is formulated by measurements through the von Neumann prescription in section two. In section
three we apply PaW approach for the near horizon vicinity of black holes. In
the next sections we indicate that this approach has some controversial issues
in near-horizon zone. Although some of these problems have been solved in
PaW mechanism in usual quantum mechanics in Hilbert space, we indicate that
there are controversial discussions for PaW approach in near-horizon zone of
black hole, yet. In section four it is investigated that recording history is not
2 An

old black hole is the one which radiated half of it radiation away [31]
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possible by PaW mechanism in horizon zone. The arrow of time is considered
for horizon vicinity in section five. The time ambiguity and measurement problem for PaW approach in near-horizon vacuum of black hole are considered in
sections six and seven, respectively. At the end we have a conclusion section.

2

Review of PaW mechanism through the von
Neumann prescription

In this section we review the PaW mechanism from [21] by definition of quantum operator for time in Hilbert space. This picture of PaW approach claims to
give a consistent quantum description of time, based on PaW conditional probabilities mechanism. The main structure of this proposal is reviewed ,briefly,
in this section but in section seven the complete conditional probability and
measurement problem for PaW approach is given and it is indicated that this
proposal cannot be apply fully for near-horizon zone of black hole. Now we
review the PaW approach which is given by three following parts.
1) The Hilbert space HR of a system can be considered under an enlarged
space as
H = HC ⊗ HR ,
(1)
where HC is the space of ancillary system which is called the clock system.
This system is equipped with canonical coordinates T and Ω which represent position and momentum and can be interpreted as time and energy
indicator of evolving system. Canonical indicator of T and Ω are defined
as follows
[T, Ω] = i
(2)
The index R in Hilbert space HR is for the ”rest system” which we will
use it when in PaW approach the system is divided in two subsystems of
”clock” and ”rest”.
2) One can describe the constraint operator of the system by following relation
H = ℏΩ ⊗ IR + IC ⊗ HR
(3)
where HR is the system Hamiltonian and IR and IC are identity operator
of HR and HC , respectively.
3) Next we define a physical vector of the system |Ψ >> which has following
feature
H|Ψ >>= 0
(4)
double-Ket |Ψ >> is defined on HC ⊗ HR . The state |Ψ >> is physical
vector of the model and is constrained by Hamiltonian H with null eigenvalue. |Ψ >> is static state and does not evolve and represents the full
history of the system R consistently with Wheeler-Dewitt equation [38].
One can derive the state |ψ >R of the system by conditioning on solution
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|Ψ >> with projection of generalized eigenvector time operator T which
is given by
|ψ(t) >R =T < t|Ψ >>

(5)

where |ψ(t) > is time dependent and the time projection of static state
|Ψ >>. The time operator has following definition

′

T |t >C = t|t >C ,

C

′

< t |t >C = δ(t − t ).

(6)

where |t >C is the eigenvector of time operator T with eigenvalue t in
clock system C.
Now the important puzzle is if one can derive the Schrodinger equation from
Wheeler-DeWitt equation (4). According PaW mechanism and by writing equation (4) in position representation in HR one can derive the Schrodinger equation
by following steps. First |t >C is procucted from left over equation (4)
C<

t|H|Ψ >>

(7)

then we have

d
|ψ(t) >= HR |ψ(t) >
dt
where we applied the following relation for |Ψ >>,
Z
|Ψ >>= dt|t >C ⊗|ψ(t) >R
i

(8)

(9)

Although the wheeler-DeWitt equation (4) gives a timeless picture for universe
system with eigenvetors |Ψ >> by null eigenvalues, one can derive from it the
Schrodinger equation which has time interpretation in its formalism.

3

Frozen vacuum and quantized time in nearhorizon zone of black hole

In this section, we consider the near horizon of black hole and frozen vacuum
of it and then apply the PaW mechanism through the von Neumann prescription for near horizon vicinity. We review our previous paper [27] which is a
straightforward modification of PaW mechanism of previous section in a particular region. It is important to note that in PaW approach one can consider
time quantum degree of freedom as an abstract purification space without any
physical relevance. However, considering time quantum degree of freedom as
a dynamical degree of freedom which is connected to a physical system has
more physical significance. This representation of clock to define time can be
described as an operational definition of time which is appropriate for proper
5

time [22, 23]. In whole of the paper we assign time quantum degree of freedom
as dynamical degree of the freedom which is relevant to some physical system.
Now the PaW approach is reviewed in near-horizon zone. The quantum
state of the near horizon is the vacuum state as follows
|Ψ >>=

∞
X

xn |n >a |n >b

(10)

n=0

where |n >a and |n >b are the states of inside and outside of the horizon,
respectively. In whole of the paper, Hilbert space of the interior and exterior of
the horizon are indicated by A and B respectively. However, the clock system
C is related to B and rest system R to A. The Hamiltonian of Hilbert space
HR of the interior of black hole horizon is written as follows
HR = −

∞
X

x−n |n >aa < n|,

(11)

n=0

The ancillary system which does the role of clock system is the Hilbert space
HC of the exterior of black hole’s horizon. The Hamiltonian for this Hilbert
space is
∞
X
HC =
x−n |n >bb < n|,
(12)
n=0

Notice that HC and HR indicate the local Hamiltonian of exterior (clock system)
and interior (rest system) of the horizon of black hole, respectively. To obtain
the wheeler-DeWitt equation for this mode one can uses equations (12) and (11)
into equations (3),(4) as follows
!
∞
∞
X
X
−n
−n
x |n >bb < n| ⊗ IR − IC ⊗
x |n >aa < n| |Ψ >>= 0
(13)
n=0

n=0

where |Ψ >> here is the frozen vacuum state (10).
To derive the proper time evolution of the interior of black hole’s states by
PaW approach the exterior observer can use his/her own subsystem states as
follows
|ψ(t) >b = e−iHb t/ℏ |ψ(0) >b
(14)
Then to obtain the proper time evolution of the interior of black hole before
falling into it, the observer can us the following equation
|ψ(t) >a =b < ψ(t)|Ψ >>= e−iHa t/ℏ |ψ(0) >a

(15)

to obtain the time evolution of the inside of black hole. For more details and
timeless picture of wheeler-DeWitt equation refer to [27].
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4

Recording history and flow of time in nearhorizon zone

It seems that there is no flow of time in PaW picture, however, the flow of time
is emerged in this picture by dividing the subsystem of rest of the universe in
three sub-parts, ”observer” (is only interpreted as memory), the ”observed” and
a sequence of ancillas. These sub-parts can perform measurements and store
their results and then constructing a history [25].
In this section we consider the history recording of near horizon region which
is needed for describing the time flow in PaW approach. In doing so, suppose
an static observer, Bob, hovers near horizon performing measurement on the
observed to record what has happened. We assume the Bob’s memory starts in
a blank state |r >⊗N
M at t = 0. The observed is in state |ψ(t) > and |n >i for
i = 1, 2, 3, ... are eigenstates of observable in subsystem i. Now suppose that
Bob and the observed evolve under an effective time-dependent Hamiltonian.
Since Bob is in the exterior of horizon B we use b instead of i. Bob measures
the observable with an operator in his subsystem at time t = 1. In this case the
local Hamiltonian operator (12) would be suitable for measurement. However
any operator can be adopted to do this work and the final result of this section
does not change. This operation changes the state to
⊗N −1
⊗N
|1 >b
|n >b ⊗|r >M
→ |nsaw1 >b |r >M

(16)

where |nsaw1 >b corresponds to state |1 >b which is the outcome of the measurement. A local permutation over observed can lead to, for example, the following
state
⊗N −1
|2 >b
(17)
|nsaw1 >b |r >M
For the next step, Bob measures the state again which result in
⊗N −2
|nsaw1 >b |nsaw2 >b |r >M
|2 >b

(18)

here the state |nsaw2 >b corresponds to |2 >b . Finally a sequence of events is
recorded by Bob such as eigenvalues of |1 >b , |2 >2 , |3 >3 , .... He does this by
a sequence of ancillas (|nsaw1 >b , |nsaw2 >b , |nsaw3 >b , ...). These states can be
the states of the ”pointers” in near-horizon region where Bob hovers there.
Now suppose Alice an in-falling observer is falling into the black hole. If she
knows the Hawking radiation states RB and without meeting Bob she is aware
of the interior states A by ER = EP R correspondence which asserts that the
interior states A are a map of early Hawking radiation RB (A = RB donkey
map) [27, 29]. On the other hand, Alice is aware of exterior states B by her
knowledge of black hole which claims that the exterior states B are purified by
interior A. However, if Alice meets the Bob she will confront with contradiction
because, according to donkey map (A = RB ), we have (|n >RB → |n >a ). Alice
without meeting Bob will confirm that the states |n >a (A) purify the subsystem
B which are |n >b but by meeting Bob she admits that what purify A are the
states (|nsaw1 >b |1 >b , |nsaw2 >b |2 >b , |nsaw3 >b |3 >b , ...) . Anyway this a
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contradiction and is not possible. Therefore Bob or even Alice herself are not
able to record the history in near-horizon zone.
We considered the subsystem B which play the role of clock system and
divided it into ”pointer” (ancillas), ”observed” and ”observer” (only consist of
memory system), however one can divide the subsystem A ,too, which play the
role of the rest system in PaW approach. Anyway recording the history for both
subsystems are not possible because there is symmetry for subsystems A and B.
To explain it more, suppose the subsystem A with local Hamiltonian HR like as
previous subsystem B is divided to |nsawi >b |i >b where i = 1, 2, 3, ....3. Again
we know from donkey map that the early Hawking radiation RB is a map of
interior space A which can be represented by |n >RB → |nsawi >b |i >b . In other
words whatever happen near horizon, the vacuum there is a frozen vacuum (10).
For more information about this behavior refer to [27, 28].
Although the PaW mechanism can be applied in near-horizon zone, recording
history in this region is not possible. Therefore PaW approach cannot overcome
criticism [25] fully and flow of time is a controversial concept here.

5

No arrow of time in near-horizon zone

As a whole the PaW mechanism by itself gives rise to time-reversal symmetric
dynamical law like as unitary quantum theory. In other words to recognize the
arrow of time one has to impose a quantity which increase or decrees continuously under a dynamical law. Entanglement between observer and observed in
the rest universe is one of the proposal for arrow of time in PaW picture [25].
This definition is not applicable for near-horizon zone when one uses the PaW
approach.
In order to define arrow of time in near-horizon zone we explain it as follows.
Suppose the pointer states in zone of black hole. We will define the increase
of entanglement between ”pointer” and the ”observed” as arrow of time. One
can define the entanglement between the ”observer” and the ”observed” as a
criterion of arrow of time, however, we choose pointer instead of observer. This
choice does not make any difference in the physical results here. Now, assume
that the rest system A which is the interior states of black hole horizon, consist
of pointers and observed. The observed and the pointer in premeasurement
process are as follows
|ψ >pab ≈ |n >p ⊗

∞
X

xn |n >a |n >b

(19)

n

where |n >p , |n >a and |n >b are states of pointer, interior and exterior of
the horizon, respectively. The pointer p is in premeasurement state and is not
in any interaction with inside or outside of the horizon, yet. In this case the
3 Here like as above the subsystem is partitioned in three sub-parts but for simplicity we
consider A by dividing it in two sub-parts. The final result is independent of more partitioning.
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pointer can be written by inside states A as follows
|ψ >pab =

∞
X

xn |n >p |n >a |n >b

(20)

n

equations (19) and (20) are called premeasurement.The pointer also can be
interpreted as memory state for recording to keep track of what happens for
the observed |n >b . Then the arrow of time can be described by increasing the
entanglement between pointer and the observed regarding that the entanglement
never decreases on the rest under the evolution generated by HR . However,
being of pointer for keeping track of observed in the rest system is not possible
and it leads to contradiction, because the infalling observer who falls into the
black hole can only confront with a frozen vacuum which is given by (10). In
other words the pointer and observed |n >p |n >a , regarding the ER = EP R
correspondence, must be a map of early Hawking radiation states RB
|n >RB → |n >p |n >a

(21)

On the other hand an infalling observer, Alice, by her knowledge of black hole
knows that RB and B are maximally entangled. Alice in her journey of falling
into the black hole, will confront with B and also is aware of what purifies
B is the inside state A. If Alice recognizes the early Hawking radiation RB
before premeasurement of (19) and (20) then she will confront with contradiction
because what she expects of inside state A is only purified state of B and it
cannot be |n >p |n >a . Therefore in order to avoid this contradiction, there
must be no possibility of pointer p for recording the track of observed. This
admits that the criterion of entanglement between pointer and observed is not
applicable in this region. The frozen vacuum of near-horizon zone is an obstacle
to create or excite any particle or pointer there. Therefore the entanglement is
not a suitable criterion for considering the arrow of time for PaW approach in
near horizon vicinity of black hole.
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Near-horizon zone and the unique clock

The other problem which can be considered in PaW picture is, that one can
partition the total Hilbert space of the universe in infinity many inequivalent
ways into tensor-product structure. Therefore there are several choice of clockrest system which is called clock ambiguity [25].
First we consider clock ambiguity by details and then indicate that how it
works in near-horizon zone. The clock ambiguity problem is as follows. One
can choose a suitable orthonormal basis |k > in the overall Hilbert space H ,
X
|ψ >=
αk |k > .
(22)
k

where |k > can be written as |t >C |φt >R in a given tensor product structure
9

H = HC ⊗ HR . Next, consider a different state of the universe, such as
X
|ψ̃ >=
βk |k̃ > .

(23)

k

We know that there is a unitary operator S such that |ψ̃ >= S|ψ >. Therefore
we have
X
X
βk |k̃ >
(24)
βk S † |k >=
|ψ >=
k

k

where |k̃ >= S † |k >
The clock ambiguity claims that as long as on can choose basis |k̃ >= |t >C̃
|φt >R̃ by a different bipartite tensor product structure and since there are
countless such choices, therefore it leads to different description of evolution of
the rest.
There is no clock ambiguity because of following reasons

Case one : There is no interaction between subsystems C and R: In this case there
is no ambiguity in clock definition. The tensor product structure of the
system of clock and rest is HC ⊗ HR and since the clock and rest are
non-interacting the Hamiltonian is given by H = HC ⊗ IR + IC ⊗ HR .
By applying the PaW approach the relative state |φt >R is evolved by a
unitary evolution as follows
|φt >R = exp(−iHR t)|φ0 >R

(25)

To make it clarify, for any state |k > ǫH and a tensor product structure
by a unitary mapping is written as follows
X
k
|k >=
Ua,b
|a >C |b >R
(26)
a,b

where |a >C |b >R are some basis states. Two tensor product structures
k
k
are equivalent if and only if there elements Ui,j
and Ũa,b
are related by
local unitaries P and Q
X
k
k
Ui,j
=
Pia Qbj Ũa,b
(27)
a,b

These two tensor product structures are equivalent if S = P ⊗ Q. Then
there is no any ambiguity in defining clock system.
Case one (in near-horizon zone): This case in near-horizon zone is applicable and
there is no any ambiguity at all. Assume the states interior and exterior
of the horizon as A and B, respectively. When we restrict our self to
ER = EP R paradigm, for black hole the frozen vacuum (10) is the only
state in near-horizon zone. One can define a local unitary operator for
subsystems A and B separately. According to above explanations the
ability of defining a local unitary operator is enough condition to claim
that there is no any clock ambiguity.
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Case two : There is interaction between subsystems C and R: In this case the new
tensor product structure is not equivalent with old structure. The unitary
S has the form
S = exp{−i(SC + SR + SCR )}
(28)
where SCR operates as an interaction term between two subsystems of the
original tensor product structure. If the Hamiltonian of the system has
following relation with S
[H, S] = 0, or [H, SCR ] = 0

(29)

then there is no any concern about ambiguity of the clock because S would
have a trivial local action on state. When [H, S] 6= 0 then H is the sum
of two non-interacting terms of C and R in the tensor product structure
k
which defined by Ui,j
. However in new tensor product structure which
i
defined by Ũa,b the Hamiltonian will have an interacting term as follows
H = Hc̃ ⊗ IR̃ + IC̃ ⊗ HR̃ + hC̃ ⊗ hR̃

(30)

Therefore, because of interaction terms, which leads to non-equivalent
tensor product structure, there is no ambiguity here too. In other words,
although there is no local unitary operators which provide the condition
(27), we have |φt >R̃ 6= exp(−iHR̃ t)|φ0 >R̃ . Therefore there is no clock
ambiguity in the case when there is interaction between clock and rest
system. However it is important to note that we have to define another
clock and rest in order to work in this new basis.
Case two (in near-horizon zone): When we apply the second case that there are
interaction terms between subsystems, in the near-horizon zone we have
to note that defining an interaction term by changing the basis and nonunitary tensor product structures is not possible. Therefor without the
possibility of non-unitary transformation in new tensor product structure
in near horizon of black hole, we would have a unique clock system. To
clarify this issue, suppose A and B are the quantum states of inside and
outside of the near horizon vicinity, respectively. Like as previous sections,
B is the clock system space and A is the system of rest. If there were an
interaction between clock (B) and rest (A) systems, then the relative state
of B would change, for example, from |n >b to |n >b̃ . This changes of
basis for B leads to contradiction. Suppose an in-falling observer Alice
who knows the early Hawking radiation states RB want to fall into black
hole. She is aware of A the state of inside by knowledge of her black hole
by the map (A = RB ) and also knows that B is purified by A. If there is
an interaction terms between A and B, then Alice will confront with the
states |n >b̃ which are not the purified states of |n >a that she expected
to confront with them.
In order to avoid contraction the only state of the near horizon zone is
(10) and changing of the basis is restricted to only unitary tensor product
11

structure in this particular region. Therefore there is no possibility of
any interaction between clock and rest systems. In other words all of the
tensor product structure are equivalent in this zone. So there is only one
possibility of constructing clock system and this clock is unique.
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Measurement and time problem in near-horizon
of black hole

The PaW mechanism can be applied on a certain system sequentially which is
suitable to describe statistic of measurements. Here we will follow and review
the von Neumann method [24] and [21] but with restricting it to particular
region of horizon . This proposal which overcomes to some criticisms in PaW
picture in usual Hilbert space, is investigated in near-horizon zone and it is
indicated that in this region the method is not applicable.
In doing so, suppose a measurement apparatus which can describe the process in terms of a memory systems M. Before the measurement the memory
system is in a ready state |r >M and will be in a state |i >M contains the
measurement outcome after. By assuming the measurement is done at time t1
one can write the following relation
X
K̂i |ψ(t1 ) >a ⊗|i >M
(31)
|ψ(t1 ) >a ⊗|r >M →
i

Now we put (15) into the equation (31) which is given by
X
(K̂i )(b < ψ(t1 )|Ψ >>)⊗|i >M
|ψ(t1 ) >a ⊗|r >M =b < ψ(t1 )|Ψ >> ⊗|r >M →
i

(32)

Now we put equation (10) into equation (32)
|ψ(t1 ) >a ⊗|r >M →

∞ X
X

n=0

xn (K̂i )(b < ψ(t1 )|n >a |n >b ) ⊗ |i >M

(33)

i

P
where Ki are Kraus operators fulfilling the normalization condition i Ki† Ki =
I. For the special case projective nondegenerate von Neumann measurements,
the Ki = |i >< i| are projectores on the eigenspaces relative to the eigenvalues
|i > of the observable. Therefore (33) becomes
X
ψi (t1 )|i >a ⊗|i >M
(34)
|ψ(t1 ) >a ⊗|r >M →
i

The probability of getting outcome i is as follows
P (i|t1 ) = ||Ki |ψ(t1 ) >a ||2
The state of system a immediately after recorded by memory M is
p
|φi >a = Ki |ψ(t1 ) >a / P (i|t1 )
12

(35)

(36)

Now , we consider the above process in PaW approach in near-horizon zone.
In doing so, we suppose that the interior of horizon of black hole A, rest system R
consists of both ”observed” which labeled by a and the ancillary memory system
which labeled by M . In order to insert the memory system which is needed for
von Neumann prescription for measurement process, we have to indicate its role
by a Hamiltonian. As we mentioned before the Hamiltonian of the near-horizon
zone without memory system is H = HC ⊗ IR + IC ⊗ HR . However when we
need to insert memory system too for measurement process the Hamiltonian is
given by
H = HC ⊗ IR + IC ⊗ HR (t)
(37)
where HR (t) = Ha (t) + δ(t − t1 )haM . Therefore the Hamiltonian (37) is written
as follows
H = HC ⊗ IR + IC ⊗ Ha (t) + IC ⊗ haM δ(t − t1 )
(38)
Notice that it is assumed a and M except for a strong coupling between them at
time t1 and since M is a memory then there is no free dynamic for it. In other
words, haM is related to a unitary operator which is responsible of mapping
(34).
As we mentioned in the previous sections, recording memory and the existence of interaction terms in the Hamiltonian are in conflict with near-horizon
properties of black hole. In this prescription of measurement the memory recording is done by relation (34) and the interaction in the Hamiltonian indicates itself
in (38). However we know that these definitions are not possible in black hole’s
zone.
One of the main criticism to the PaW approach is that the mechanism cannot
provide a correct propagator or the correct two time correlation. This means
that after the first time measurement, the clock remains stuck. One of the
proposal to overcome this criticism is in [21]. We reviewed this proposal in this
section and indicated that it is not applicable for near-horizon zone. Therefore,
the problem of remaining the clock stuck is maintained in black hole’s zone.
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Conclusion

Here we reconsidered PaW mechanism in near-horizon zone and some of properties and controversial ideas of it in this particular vicinity. It is indicated
that recording the history of system in near-horizon zone is not possible. This
system is the vacuum state of black hole’s horizon. For an infalling observer
into the black hole or static observer in near-horizon zone recording history in
ER = EP R paradigm and frozen vacuum of near horizon leads to controversial
issues.
The second result is that there is no arrow of time for the vacuum sate
of near horizon. Like as unitary quantum theory there is no arrow of time
in PaW mechanism. If the arrow of time in this approach is considered, it
must be imposed by separate postulate which under dynamical law a particular
property increases. In PaW approach by dividing one of subsystems in two
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systems ”observed” and ”pointer” which pointer is for recording track of the
evolution of system, and by using entanglement property of these two systems,
we indicated that this entanglement property does not provide a consistent
mechanism for recognizing the arrow of time in near-horizon zone. Although
the entanglement is a good feature for considering the arrow of time in PaW
approach, it is not applicable in this particular area of black hole.
In addition we considered the time ambiguity for the region of near horizon. It seems that there is no ambiguity in clock definition of system in PaW
mechanism like as there is no any ambiguity that we have for common Hilbert
space. The main result of this part is that, as long as, it is not possible to have
a interaction term between clock and rest systems then there is only one unique
clock by using PaW approach in near horizon region of black hole. In usual
Hilbert space, although there is no ambiguity in clock system and definition of
it, by interaction term we have to define a new clock system. In near horizon
vicinity there is only one unique clock because all of the changes of the basis
are locally unitary which provide the unitary of the whole system.
For final conclusion we investigated the other problem in PaW approach
which refers to fact that at first measurement, the clock remains stuck. This
feature does not allow a correct propagator or correct two-time correlations.
There is a proposal in this literature to overcome this criticism by using conditioning through a von Neumann description of the measurement interaction.
We reconsidered this proposal in near-horizon zone. As long as there is no interaction terms and memory recording in zone then this proposal is not applicable
in this region.
At the end it is important to note that, since near-horizon zone is very
particular region which one expects to have both quantum mechanics and general relativity there then investigating for quantum gravity in near-horizon is
more helpful that in usual Hilbert space in curved space or weak gravity. Time
problem in quantum mechanics and also in canonical quantization of general relativity are very controversial issues which, we think, near-horizon zone is very
suitable place for investigating this problem.
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